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“ It was extremely valuable to have Red Hat’s expert advice, guidance, and 
testing assistance to ensure we selected the best combination of Red Hat 
and SAP technologies and got the most from our investment.”

Henrik Voss 
Inhouse consultant for SAP, High Reliability business unit,
Unimicron Germany

Industry

Electronic technology

Software

Red Hat® Enterprise Linux®  
for SAP® Solutions

Red Hat Satellite

Unimicron Germany, part of the global US$2.5 billion Unimicron Group, is one of Europe’s  
leading printed circuit board producers, with specific expertise in automotive, engineering,  
and renewable energy.

Challenge

Unimicron uses SAP S/4HANA® solutions as the core of its business, running its enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) requirements in finance, sales and distribution, procurement, and pro-
duction. When the company’s legacy IBM operating system and the SAP R/3 4.6c solution both 
reached end of life, Unimicron sought a new operating system that would improve performance 
and support migration to the latest version of the SAP HANA offering.

Solution

Unimicron chose to replace its IBM platform with Red Hat Enterprise Linux for SAP Solutions, 
an enterprise open source operating system that combines capabilities that are essential for 
running an optimized infrastructure for SAP HANA application and data management workloads. 
This operating system is managed by Red Hat Satellite, a solution that helps ensure Red Hat 
infrastructure is kept up to date.

Benefits

• Increased staff productivity with more reliable infrastructure that reduced maintenance needs

• Gained insight from production data analysis to guide customer experience improvements

• Established effective architecture design with responsive, ongoing support

Customer success snapshot

Unimicron builds reliable foundation  
for SAP S/4HANA with Red Hat
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